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“Great things are 
not done by  

impulse, but a  
series of small 
things brought  

together.” 
Vincent Van Gogh  
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I’m in deep 
By Patrick O’Brien 
Some single emotion, 

fills my head.  

 

Nothing but worry, 

fills my head.  

 

Are you ok? 

Is something wrong? 

 

I know you aren’t, 

I know it is. 

 

There’s always something.  

 

Of course I can,  

there is a way.  

 

Can I help, 

is there any way? 

 

There, now you’ve made it through.  

 

I’m always here for you, 

no matter what.  

 

I’m in deep, 

and won’t ever leave.  
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 “As the sun steps down and escapes the day, We’ll calmly walk away walk away from 
the fray. When the structure falls, and all else fails, We will build it once again.” A younger teen 
sings as she walks home to the orphanage. Her friends of similar age trail behind her in a 
trance. Her voice resonates through the village square ensnaring the minds of all the occu-
pants of the large space. Her curse is her only escape from reality. 
 
 “When the colors fade, and it turns to gray, We’ll calmly walk away, walk away from the 
fray. When the structure falls, and all else fails, We will build it once again. We can climb high, 
higher than before. We can stand by, while it burns to the floor. But we can not fly, We will build 
and the wounds will mend, As we build it once again.”  The sun slowly sets, allowing the moon 
to shine through. The girl brushes her pink and blonde hair away from her face oblivious to the 
fact that her voice has enslaved all of the plaza’s occupants. No one was capable of realizing 
thoughts as she sang. Her voice was cursed as prophetic yet beautiful, whether she made her 
own words or sang someone else’s didn’t matter. All things she sang eventually came to pass. 
 
 “We can climb high, higher than before. We can stand by, while it burns to the floor. But 
we can not fly, We will build and the wounds will mend, As we build it once again.” In perfect 
sync the entire crowd took a single step forward, approaching the oblivious teen.   
 
 “We can climb high, higher than before. We can stand by, while it burns to the floor. But 
we can not fly, We will build and the wounds will mend, As we build it once again.”  The melodi-
ous prophecy of ruin’s completion causes the crowd to awaken from the trance. Panicked, the 
villagers rush to find out what has transpired, all but two of them. The teen’s friends soon real-
ize what has happened, but they rush to catch up to their friend, crying her name. “Mari!” One 
calls. “Marianne!” The other cries. As the newly dubbed ‘Mari’ turns around she addresses both 
of her friends individually. “Durza, You usually walk much faster than I can,” she scolds the tall-
er, brunette male in a playful tone. Turning to her other friend, a gender-fluid teen of average 
height with hair dyed green, in the same playful manner, “And you! Lon, you could have ran if I 
was really going that fast, which we both know I wasn’t.” The two teens internally cringed, real-
izing that she didn’t remember what had happened and they didn’t remember what song she 
had sung. 
 
 Years later a plague came through all of the cities of the world, spreading quickly 
enough to kill an entire family in a week, a town in a couple months, and a country in a year. 
No one could research the disease fast enough to even think of a cure or vaccine, much less 
make one. As such, the world crashed and burned, with the exclusion of one village. 
 
 In this village, there lived a trio of adults that had been friends since childhood. One had 
pink-blonde hair and was quite tall, another was somewhat tall and had brown hair that had 
been tipped with red, and the last of the trio was slightly taller than average and had dyed their 
hair blue. They were known for their generosity and the curse on the tallest of the three, even 
thought the  curse had been used to protect the village from dangers, many were suspicious of 

Once Again 
By Ryan Lowery 
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the nature of the curse and what might come from it. Despite this, the villagers lived in peace 
and safety, oblivious to the danger that lurked below the mountain upon which the village was 
placed.  
 
 Eventually, news of the horrendous plague reached the village in the form of one of the 
last uninfected people from the outside world reaching the village in total disarray, having being 
accused of witchcraft due to his continued avoidance of the plague. Most countries of the world 
had fallen into total anarchy, ending lives and destroying monuments with reckless abandon.  
 
 Eventually, the Great Rebuilding happened. The world rebuilt. Lives resumed where they 
left off. The world forgot. However, magic rebounded as well. The plague came to be known as 
the Transcendence. The worlds of science and magic melded. he world before the Transcend-
ence was removed from history 

Pink, Yellow, and Blue 
By Grace He 
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Nightly 
By Autumn Stone 

 

Come home  

Step in 

Put down  

Put on 

Walk out  

Go to  

Come home  

Take off 

Step in  

Step out 

Put on 

Tie into  

Rub on  

Wash off 

Rub on  

Leave on 

Go in  

Turn on  

Turn off  

Last down  

Cover up  

Sleep tight 

Don’t let  

Love you 

Sleep peacefully  

Carved Tree 
By Elizabeth Fox 
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Everyday Witch 
By Maddie Britton 

 

Adi is so tired. It’s five in the morning and a small green person with huge anx-
ious eyes is shaking her awake.  It’s too early for this, she thought. 
  
 “It’s too early Nissa,” she said. Then she rolled away from Nissa and tried to go 
back to sleep. 
  
 Nissa just jumped in front of Adi’s face and shook her again. “This is important 
Adi! Listen to me! You need to get up!” he shrieked at her with a voice like breaking 
glass. 
  
 Adi covered her ears and groaned. “Fine, Nissa!  Jeez, give me a minute.” Nissa 
rolled out of bead and walked to the bathroom. When she got out Gren and Nissa were 
waiting for her in the living room. 
  

“Finally!” Nissa exclaimed. “So I was in the Saeva Faerie war counsel room-“ 
  
 “What!?” Gren and Adi Shouted together. “Why were you in the war counsel 
room of the Saeva Faeries? You know they’re evil right?” Gren added. 
  
 Nissa shook his head emphatically and continued, “Yes I know they’re evil but I 
was a fly at the moment and this little fluff thing was really interesting- but that’s not the 
point! The Saeva Faeries want to replace the president with one of their own! They 
even used magic to make their person look like the president!” 
  
 Gren and Adi stared at him, shocked. “What are we going to do?” Gren asked 
anxiously. 
  
 Adi got a serious look on her face. “Obviously we save the president.” 
  
 Gren gulped. “Oh.” 
  
 Adi asked Nissa when the Saeva were going to take the president but he was 
busy shape shifting between a llama and a small frog. Adi looked annoyed and cast a 
Pay Attention spell that, surprisingly, makes people pay attention to you. Gren and Nis-
sa’s heads snapped towards her as they gave her their undivided attention. 
  
 “Did they say when they would be switching out the president?” Adi asked again.   
  
 “Yes,” Nissa nodded, “tonight.” 
  

The three planned and planned until they were ready. As the sun was setting 
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they were waiting outside the president’s bedroom waiting for her to go to sleep. Gren and Adi had 
worked together to put an invisibility spell over them all and then Nissa shape shifted himself until 
he could reach the second story and put Adi and Gren onto the window sill. 
  

Adi cast a balance spell and Nissa shape shifted into a mouse so they would all fit. They all 
sucked in a breath when the president came into the room, well, except for Nissa. He was busy 
playing with Green’s hoodie strings. 
  
 After the president had fallen asleep, they 
snuck in through the window as stealthily as possible. 
Which wasn’t very stealthily, Gren tripped over his 
feet and dropped Nissa, who made a loud squeak. 
Thankfully the president didn’t wake up. 
  
 Just as they has got themselves together and 
Nissa turned back into a more humanoid form a por-
tal opened, silently letting in an evil faerie identical to 
the president. The fae looked over and hissed at 
them, a snake’s tongue flicking out of her mouth and 
knives sliding into her hands. 
  
 Nissa had time only to say, “Oh no.” Gren had 
time only to put up a weak protection spell. Adi had 
time only to cast a muffling spell so they didn’t an-
nounce their presence to the president with a fight. 
Then the faerie rushed at them, breaking through the protection spell easily. 
  
 The faerie’s knives struck Adi’s staff, which she held up like shield. The fae growled, 
wrenched her knives out of the wood, and threw Adi into the wall. 
  
 “Adi!” Gren yelled. He cast a fire spell at the fae that burned her leg. Nissa turned into a 
crocodile to fight the faerie. Gren was scrambling in his bag looking for an iron knife. No matter 
how strong crocodiles were Nissa would never be able to beat the other faerie on his own. 
  
 “Finally!” Gren hissed as his hand closed around the hilt of his knife. He snuck up behind the 
faerie, too focused on its fight with Nissa to notice Gren, and stabbed her in the back. 
  
 The faerie screamed horribly at the pain, her arms going back to pull the knife out. Iron 
burns faeries so the knife was much more destructive and painful than it would’ve been to anyone 
else. Nissa snapped his jaws around the Saeva faerie’s throat killing her. She dissolved into dust 
that Gren blew away. 
  
 The next day Adi’s head was bandaged and her concussion treated. Nissa and Gren luckily 
only had minor scrapes and bruises. Gren and Adi stood over a cauldron and Nissa snuck around 
their feet as a black cat. They would’ve looked like perfect stereotypical witches if not for their lack 
of hats, warts, and cackling. Also on the  TV was Gren’s favorite movie, Love Simon. 
 

They weren’t concerned that they had just stopped an evil take over of America, that was 
just another day for your everyday witch that sometimes happened to save countries. 
 

“The Saeva Faeries 
want to replace the 
president with one 
of  their own! They 

even used magic to 
make their person 

look like the  
president!” 
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Not her child 
By Elizabeth Fox 

Fire 
By Eunice Lee 

Fury 
By Eunice Lee 
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I live a monotonous, miserable, unfulfilling life, working a desk job in a 
big, corporate company. I long for a big adventure, like those fairy tales por-
trayed in children’s movies, an escape from this autonomy that is my life, my 
existence. Heading home, feeling depressed, sad, and dead on the inside, I 
immediately fell into a fitful sleep, dreaming about those fantasies that are so 
close, yet out of reach, until a broken, unkempt, spooky mansion appeared be-
fore me. 

 
I slowly opened the large, imposing, wooden doors, and with a thunder-

ous bang, they opened. Inside, it is silent as a grave, and the darkness is suf-
focating. Ahead, there is a hallway, lined with a Paris green wallpaper, with no 
end in sight. Gathering up every single drop of courage in my body, I took a 
step down that imposing hallway. Then another step. Then another. Three 
steps became four, four steps became eight, eight steps became sixteen, until 
I am sprinting with all of my might, determined to reach the end. 

 
Suddenly, the hallway opened up into a massive cavernous space, so 

gargantuan that I couldn’t see and fathom that I was in a sealed chamber, 
even squinting as hard as I could, the chamber would not divulge the secrets 
of the other side. In the center of the chamber stood an imposing staircase, 
made of pure white marble, the steps so smooth and polished that it reflected 
the dim light entering the chamber at me with a white glow, like a full moon. 
Looking up, I gasp. 

 
At the top of the stars stood a ghastly skeleton, clothed in midnight black 

robes, carrying a scythe with ease in his skeletal left hand, its cold gaze pierc-
ing through me, seemingly conveying that it is inevitable that I would end up in 
its cold, merciless grasp. I took solace in that the stairs were long, and I had a 
long way to go until I would summit these stairs. But deep in my mind, I always 
knew that Death, that ugly, terrifying thing, will always be looming above me, at 
the top of the stairs. 

At the Top of the Stairs 
By Andy Niu 
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Spring 2019 

Above the Clouds 
By Erin Graham 
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Another day, another week, I am walking leisurely on a gray, beaten, 
gravel path. The birds are chirping, the wind rustling through the green, lush 
canopy of the great oak trees that line this tiny gravel path. 

 
“Oi, Viridos! What are you doing here? I’ve been looking all over the 

place for you!” chided Nysai, a colleague at Quintic Industries. 
 
“I’m just taking a relaxing walk through Riftrin Park.” I replied, “Does 

someone need me back to make sure nothing goes off the rails?” I teased. 
 
She sighed, “Yeah… Àisamos really can’t handle all the responsibilities 

of a secretary. Everything’s a mess since you let him be secretary for a whole 
day!” 

 
I chuckled, thinking how my clumsy little undersecretary was handling 

the situation back in Quintic Industries. “I told him that he was not ready just 
yet.” I mused. “Yet he stubbornly insisted that he was absolutely, one hundred 
percent ready to take the role of secretary for a day. And I quote that straight 
from himself.” Looking around at my surroundings for one last time, seeing 
the bright, warm sunlight shining on the lush greenery lining the park path, I 
beckoned Nysai to follow. “Come on” I gestured. “Let’s go back and help out 
Àisamos with his duties.” 

 
It has been a year since I stood at the bottom of the staircase. A lot has 

changed in this time. My depression lifted, taking a heavy weight off of my 
shoulders, and I am now the secretary for Quintic Industries, known for being 
a kindhearted, empathetic man. I helped increase the earnings of my compa-
ny by twofold since I became a secretary. My life has drastically improved, 
from being a depressed workman to a secretary of the company. Even now, I 
will continue to strive to live my life to its fullest. 

 
 Lying in my deathbed, at the ripe old age of ninety-six, I reminisce about 
my life, of all the things I have done up until this point. When people, espe-
cially reporters, ask me how I turned my life around in my thirties to become 
the CEO of one of the world’s largest companies, I answer: “I saw what await-
ed me at the top of the stairs.”  

“At the top of  the stars stood a ghastly skeleton, clothed in 

midnight black robes, carrying a scythe with ease in his skele-

tal left hand, its cold gaze piercing through me…” 
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Afternoon 
By Scotlyn Whitehead 
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Forever Under 
By Eunice Lee 
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It is Monday morning,  

At ungodly hours of the night.  

The clock glares at me menacingly, 

Reminding me of my failure:  

Sleep.  

 

The long-dead orchid, 

Forgotten and neglected. 

Yelling over a hairbrush 

Lying on the kitchen floor.  

It is Tuesday morning, 

The autumn air refuses to give happiness to the world. 

A bad day. 

 

Awaiting an appointment, 

My only chance to sleep in. 

It is Wednesday morning, 

And already my day has turned sour. 

The oncoming days to be spent in isolation, 

My heart sinks.  

 

The scent of burnt hair,  

Rushing to get ready.  

The mirror, 

Reflecting a certain ugliness 

I cannot yet comprehend. 

It is Thursday morning, 

Hyperventilating as I get to class. 

Tired.  

An Ugly Reality  
By Aria Barjis 
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Error 404 
By Blaire Gray 

  

 The world turned around me as the moon’s glow met my face. It’s bright 
pearlescent light bounced off my cheeks. It was 3:50 in the morning. I had been 
waking up in the middle of the night for the past week. My major conspiracy theorist 
roommate Kelsey told me it was because aliens were trying to tell me something, 
or some theory like that. Each day it was a new one. I didn’t mind waking up so 
early, I got a head start on homework due that day and had plenty of time to get 
ready in the morning. I pulled back my pale gray quilt that laid over my full sized 
bed and went over to my dresser. I glanced over at Kelsey and wondered what she 
dreamed about; she never shared what she dreamt, but she had such an over ac-
tive conscience mind that I wondered what world she formed in her head when she 
was asleep. I pulled over the last clean shirt I had and made a mental note to take 
all my dirty clothes to the washing machine later that day. The only light I was per-
mitted to turn on so early in the morning was the hall light, since it was the only light 
that didn’t bother Kelsey while she slept. Hours past and I spent most of my time 
finishing last night’s Science paper about “The Strongest Insect”. I have a very 
strange science teacher. “Marissa, did you wake up early this morning again?” Her 
voice startled me as I flipped the last pieces of bacon. Since I got up so early I 
made breakfast too.  

 “Yes, I made breakfast. Waffles and bacon. Now eat.” 

 “I have a new theory. The moon is fake, it’s a hologram. Stay with me. And 
Creatures on the moon are trying to say something to you.” 

 “You are absolutely insane. Eat your breakfast, you have school in an hour 
and a half.” The morning proceeded with no changes, and errands went like nor-
mal. All my classes were in the afternoon so I had to go to work in the morning. I 
headed over to Target since I had to pick up some stuff before heading to work.  

 Work was long and tiring as usual, and classes went as well as they could go. 
The dull glow of the amber light over my head made me look like a zombie, which 
was fitting since I felt like one. I pushed open the door and plopped down on the 
bright red couch in the living room. The hall light was still on and the side table 
lamp light had been turned on as well, projecting a  bluish haze over the room. I re-
membered Kelsey saying something about staying out late and not coming home 
until later, but this morning was a blur anyways. I made myself some tea and 
grabbed a book and sat down on the couch. I fell asleep on the couch reading my 
book, and didn’t wake up for hours.  

 My natural wake up call pushed my eyes open. Immediately an alarming red 
light was burning into the darkness. I decided not to care and wished I could go 
back to sleep, but I know after trying night after night those first few days that it 
would be to no avail. My hair was a mess and I wondered why I was on the couch 
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Me and my  
favorite things 
By Yeeun Cho 
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instead of in my bed. I moved over the blanket that I was sure Kelsey had draped 
on me when she got home. I stood up and headed over to my room, barely re-
membering the previous step. The dark red light was even more potent in the 
room. I stared out the window where the moon was normally placed in the dark 
sky, only to see an immense strand of words and numbers in an intense red shade. 
“Error 404.” I practically backed up to Russia. My elbow hit the side of my dresser 
as my back hit the wall. I pushed my way over to Kelsey’s side of the room, only to 
find no Kelsey at all. Her side of the bed was stripped from all form of life. The only 
thing left on the small bed was the same words that were in place of the moon. My 

mind wondered into too many places and I 
blacked out.  

 The floor was dark and cold. The faintest 
light could be seen from the fading darkness 
that surrounded me. “Marissa. Hey, wake up. 
Are you ok?” Sudden flurries of color absorbed 
my vision, and a familiar voice filled my ears.  

 “Kelsey is that you? Where are we?” 

 “I don’t know. When did we get here, and 
more importantly how?” I sat up in a pained 
rush. It felt like I had been asleep for days, and 
I wondered if I had. 

 “I would just like to know where we are, 
and how long we’ve been here.” An adjusting of metal filled the empty space, but 
we didn’t even notice it.  

 “Don’t worry, all your questions will be answered once you tell us who you 
are.” The unfamiliar sound startled us and we bolted up and almost screamed. It 
took everything within me not to. The person speaking was barely a person at all. 
They had a neon glow to their skin, and big bulging eyes, blue. The thing was very 
tall and had long deep red hair, and it seemed very calm and kind. “I am not here 
to hurt you, but if you do not cooperate, consequences will be in order.” 

 “Is this some sort of interrogation? What’s happening and where are we?” 
The strange person started towards me with a calm stepping pattern. She loosely 
grabbed my shoulder. 

 “Do you know why you’re here? Do you know the reason we brought you 
here?” 

 “N-n-no.” I could barely speak, I don’t know how Kelsey had the stomach to 
brave saying a word.  

 “Well, my name is Charine Vormon, and you are here because we know that 
you know that we exist, that the moon is a hologram. Now for the big news that 
might come as a shock to you. You are the last descendant of our last Human and 
Porzin combination. You never knew your birth mother, she was one of us and she 

“Don’t worry. 
All your  

questions will 
be answered 

once you tell us 
who you are.” 
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was my best friend. Nice to meet you, Marissa.” 

 “Ho-ow? What? Wait!” I felt the ground move below me. My legs began to fall 
and my mind slipped from reality.  

 “Marissa!” I felt a series of pounds to the floor that felt like foot steps as my vi-
sion faded to black.  

 “She has got to stop blacking out. We’re not getting anywhere, and y’all are not 
any closer to going home.” 

 “Can you blame her? You just told her that her mother was an ALIEN! And that 
means that she is part alien. Wouldn’t you freak out.” 

 “I’m already an alien, it wouldn’t bother me at all.” 

 “Shhh, she’s waking up.” I found myself in the same position I was in 2-3 hours 
ago. I didn’t know how long I had been asleep, but I didn’t think it was that long.  

 “You’ve been out of it for over half an hour, and Charine is getting impatient. 
We should continue.” I fought to push myself off the ground. My vision slowly came 
into focus and I stared at the ceiling. “Marissa, stand up Charine needs you awake.” 

 “Fine. Why do they need me, aren’t you the one who figured out that they ex-
ist?” 

 “We need you Marissa. You are partly one of us and we need to help you. Lis-
ten, have you been waking up early in the morning and passing out early at night?” 
My face must of shown shock because she looked at me like a I was a scared child. 
“I’m not going to hurt you, you are my best friends daughter. Not to mention a de-
scendant of one of the greatest soldiers our colony has ever seen. Follow me.” She 
walked forward as if she was marching into battle. I turned my head drastically to-
wards Kelsey, she ran towards me and grabbed my arm and walked closely by me. 
Turns out we were both scared half to death.  

 Charine took us around the strange building we were in. Silver metallic walls 
with a pale purple haze over every light. A man came up to her and he talked in a 
strange language. It took me and Kelsey a very long time to figure out that they were 
using their own language. “In case your wondering, the language we are speaking is 
called Porzinik. A language we created to avoid humans figuring out our plans. I’m 
taking you to our general. Your grandmother, Marissa. Don’t black out on me now.”  

“Another family mystery solved. My grandmother is a general for a colony of aliens. 
This is something Ancestry.com could never have figured out.” 

 “You’re telling me.” I had forgotten Kelsey was behind me  when she was final-
ly brave enough to let go of my arm. When she spoke it nearly scared the life out of 
me.  

 “Here we are, your Grandmother Mytrin’s office.” She pushed open the steel 
door to reveal smooth pale purple walls, bright green lightbulbs shaded with blue 
lamp covers, and an old silver stained wooden desk. The woman behind it had the 
same neon skin, long deep red hair, and the same big bulging eyes, except hers 
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were purple. But what seemed different about her is she didn’t have 
unnatural looking facial features like the rest of the Porzin did. She 
looked like a human wearing full body face paint.  

 “Hello my granddaughter, how lovely it is to finally meet you. I 
hope you’ve been taken very good care of. Oh, who is your friend 
here?” She had a strange, but comforting accent. She sounded sin-
cere so I told her about Kelsey and how I had been waking up early 
and how all of this came to view. She simply nodded her head deli-
cately and listened. “Seems like a quite a trip you’ve had. Now, the 
part about you waking up so early, and passing out more frequently 
sounds almost exactly like what our young adults go through at this 
stage in time.” Her words were directed at me but they seemed so for-
eign. 

 “I don’t think I understand. I don’t have neon skin or dark red 
hair. I am simply human, only part Porzin. There has to be a mistake.” 
My words made sense to me but Kelsey looked at me strangely. She 
looked as if she had something to say but she didn’t.  

 “Charine take Kelsey out for some food, I’m sure she’s hungry.” 

 “Yes ma’am.” The two of them stepped back out into the purple 
hazed lighting and shut the steel door behind them, I turned to face my 
grandmother. Her face had gone cold, and she stared at me intensely. 

 “You listen here and you listen good. I know you know good and 
well that I am not who I say I am. That this is all paint. Well congrats, 
you’ve figured it out. Do you have any idea how long it took me to find 
you and bring you here. Your mother was the only one that ever had 
contact with Earth and that’s how we both fit in as Porzin. She’d go out 
and get us a years supply of paint. But when she died I had no way of 
getting that neon paint. I’ve used the last supply of mine and hers, and 
now I need you to get me more paint and keep my charade going or 
else.” The world turned and faded to darkness. My grandmother was a 
con artist and she was making me her accomplice. 

 

The End 
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Melancholic Sunset  

By Grace He 
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Paws 
for a  
Cat 

Break 

Check out this pawtrait  

Lazy Day 
By Audrey Caldwell 

Wise Eyes 
By Alycia Harp 

Christmas 
Tree Cat 
By Laney Odom 
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Purrrrfect 

 

It’s not a 

litter-ary 

magazine.  

It’s a  

CATalogue. 

Jake 
By Audrey Caldwell 

Oceanic Eyes 
By Alycia Harp 

Fridge Raider 
By Grace He 
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Deer on Alert 
By Yates Holley 
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Recovery 
By Chadie Farr 

 
Let’s not play this game no more 

I’m sick of recovery 
Let’s not stay here no more  

I’m tired of recovery 
It’s like the rain on a Monday morning 

I’m saddened of recovery 
It’s just pain that keeps going on and on 

I’m dying of recovery 
Throwing stones and breaking bones 

In my recovery 
I’m a soldier at war and I’m breaking down the walls 

I design my recovery 
The oceans are swelling up and flooding 

In my recovery 
I’m the outlaw that’s wanted so find me 

I defined my recovery Freckles 
By Laiken Pickering 
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Sunset Over a River 
By Laney Odom 
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              “Lindy, come here! I need to tell you something!” My mom yelled to me from 
the kitchen. I come running into the kitchen anticipating what she has to say. “So, 
you know that girl that I work with at the clinic?” Says my mom. 

                 “Yeah…” I am losing my anticipation as this conversation goes on. I hate 
animals and anything that has to do with them. My mom loves animals so much that 
she got a job at the vet clinic. I have no idea why you would want to work there for 
the rest of your life.  

                  “Anyway,” my mom continues, “She needed someone to take care of her 
dogs over the break, so I told her that you could do it.”  

                 “Nooooo! Please no! I will do anything else but take care of those ani-
mals!” I exclaim. 

                 “All right, calm down, I already told her that you could do it. She has 2 
dogs, a pug and a husky.” My mom explains.  

                 “Fine. What do I have to do with them anyway?” I complain.  

                 “You’ll have to feed them, walk them, and make sure they have food and 
water. See? It’s not that hard. You’ll be fine.” Says my mom. The break starts tomor-
row so I guess I’ll be going over to see the dogs then, which I am not looking for-
ward to.  

 

                 The next morning I wake up and then go to get my breakfast. “Don’t for-
get to check on her dogs today!”My mom reminds me.  

                 “I know.” I say. “Are you sure that no one else can do it?” I ask. 

                 “Yes, I’m sure.” My mom says. 

             I decide to go over there early so that I can get this over with. I unlock the 
door to find that the dogs are asleep. Thank goodness. I think to myself. I walk over 
to the food bowl and put more food in it, trying to avoid touching that nasty stuff, and 
then I put more water in the water bowl. Now, I have to walk them. I think to myself. I 
grab their leashes and try to put them onto their collars while they are still asleep. As 
soon as I get the leash onto the husky, the pug wakes up and starts barking at me.  

                “Ruff! Ruff!” He barks. I chase him around and eventually catch him. I grab 
the collar and attach the leash to it. Then I go and grab the leash that is on the 
husky and walk out of the door. No later then I walk out of the door, the pug starts 
running full speed to catch some sort of squirrel and I drop the leash. Oh no! I think 
to myself. “Come back here!” I yell. I run after him and try to catch him but he is just 
too fast. He runs past a corner and I lose sight of him. I take the husky back to the 
house and then call my mom. I tell her what happened and she tells me that she will 
come over so that she can help me find the puppy.  

Dog Sitting 
By Laney Odom 
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                 She gets over here soon after with a bunch of fliers in her hand. “What are 
those?” I ask. 

                 “Oh, they’re just fliers for the lost puppy.” Explains my mom.  

                 “Ok.” I say. How did she have time to make those? I wonder. 

                 “Let’s go drive around and see if we can find her.” My mom says. 

                 “Can I just go home?” I ask. “I didn’t even want to come here in the first 
place.” I say. 

                 “No. You’re the one that lost the dog in the first place so you are going to 
help me find him.” She says. I start to feel bad about losing the dog even though I didn’t 
even really care about it in the first place. 

                  “Fine, I’ll help.” I say.  

               We drive around and we don’t see the pug, who I learned was named Sprin-
kles, and we hang up the “Lost Dog” fliers. After about an hour of looking, we decide to 
head back home. When we get home, I eat lunch and then take a nap. 

              When I wake up, I go outside and decide to take a walk. Everywhere I go, I 
see dogs and puppies being walked by their owners. I start to feel really bad about los-
ing Sprinkles and realize that maybe dogs aren’t so bad after all.  

             The next day, I go over to check on the husky, whose name is Oreo, and make 
sure that she is still okay. When I walk through the door, I find Oreo waiting at the door. 
She actually looks kind of cute, with her big black puppy dog eyes and fluffy fur. I give 
her a little pet and then refill her food and water bowls. I go and get her leash and then 
attach it to her collar. As I am putting the leash on her, she licks my hand. Awww, so 
sweet. I think. I am walking Oreo around the neighborhood when I hear a little whimper 
coming from a bush. I walk over to the bush slowly. Sprinkles? I think to myself. When I 
get to the bush I peer into it and see a bunny. Rats. I think to myself. I walk Oreo back 
to the house and then go back home. 

              When I get home, I think of ways to possibly find Sprinkles. Hmm… maybe if I 
let Oreo loose then maybe she could find her… I think. Then I decide that that is proba-
bly not the best idea. Maybe if I tempt her with treats, she will come! I decide that that 
is the best idea that I have, so I go over to Petco and buy some treats.  

              The next day, I grab the treats and go over to check on Oreo. I do the usual 
checking of food and water and then grab her leash and take her on a walk. I shake the 
treats and hear a bark coming from a nearby bush. I shake the treats again. “Ruff! 
Ruff!” I hear again. 

               I walk over to the bush and then look into it. Please be Sprinkles, please be 
Sprinkles. I think to myself. When I look into the bush, I see Sprinkles! Yes! Sprinkles! I 
think. I pick her up and take her and Oreo back to the house. I give them each a couple 
of treats and then go back to my house. “Mom!! Guess what?” I exclaim.  

              “What?” She replies. 

              “I found Sprinkles! The dog!” I say. 

              “I thought that you didn’t care about Sprinkles.” She says. 

              “Well… Dogs aren’t actually so bad after all.” I admit. 

               On the last day of the break, I go over to check on the dogs first thing in the 
morning. I tell the dogs my goodbyes and give them a couple of belly rubs and then 
head back home. I am sad to be leaving them but I figure that I might get to see them 
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again soon. When I get home, my mom is sitting on the couch watching tv. She looks at me 
and says, “Oh, hey Lindy, there is something that I have been meaning to ask you.”  

              “Ok.” I say hesitantly. 

               “So at the vet clinic this morning, a man brought in a stray dog that he had found 
on the street. It didn’t have a collar on or anything.” Explains my mom. 

                “And?”I ask. 

               “Well no one wanted to adopt it, so I was wondering if maybe we could keep it if 
you didn’t mind? We don’t have to of course since I know you don’t like animals, but I just 
felt really bad for it, so I thought that maybe we could help it out a little bit.”She continues. 

               “That would be great! I actually don’t mind dogs too much now, after keeping the 
other ones.” I reply. My mom gives me a surprised look and says, “Ok then, I’ll call the vet 
clinic right now.” 

                We drive over to get the new puppy and when we get there, I instantly fall in love 
with the puppy. It’s fluffy tail and puppy dog eyes are just so irresistible. We take it home 
and I play with our new puppy, Donut, all day long. Now I know that dogs make everything 
better! 

Leaves 
By Audrey Caldwell 
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City above the Sky 
By Erin Graham  
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 The announcer started the countdown, “10,” he said. 
 Breathe in. 
 “9” 
 Breathe out. 
 “8” 
 Breathe in. 
 “7” 
 Breathe out. 
 “6” 
 Breathe in. 
 “5” 
 Breathe out. 
 “4” 
 Breathe in. 
 “3” 
 Breath out, clip in. 
 “2” 
 Breath in. 
 “1” 
 Breathe out. 
 My eyes fly open as the siren goes off.  I stand up and start to crank down on my pedals 
quickly gathering speed.  Off to my left are Sloane and Kellen, and to my right are Burton and T.J.  As 
we shoot into the woods, we fall into a common order, Sloane, Burton, me, Kellen, and T.J.  Sloane 
and Burton are great starters, but I’ll catch them in two miles or less. If I don’t catch Sloane in time 
I’ll owe him six dollars. 
 I can still remember how I came to love riding. It started seven years ago when I was riding 
around my cul-de-sac.  My neighbors and I learned that it could be used as a race course and we 
took it very seriously.  It was close to a sin to cross the line. There was this one time that I was riding 
alone when I hit a gravel patch. “Floomp!” My bike had slipped out from under me and I had 
skinned my entire side. My mom flew out the door and came up to me to check out my gashes. She 
yelled, “Taylor come bring a warm wet rag!” Taylor came out with the items and handed them to 
Mom. 
 She tried to use humor to make me feel better by saying, “Hey Josh, what’s your name?” I 
can remember this because no one, and I mean no one, forgets their worst crash. 
 

Don’t Ride Like  
My Brother 

By Joshua Engram 
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*  *  * 

 “On your left!” I shout out. 
 Burton jokingly pouts, “You always get the left, why?” 
 “Because you are my right hand man.” 
 “You say that to all of us.” 
 “Can I pass you or not?” 
 “Hmmm, whatever.” 
 As I pass I yell, “Don’t ride like my brother!” 

“Don’t ride like mine!” he hollers in return.  
As I come up to Sloane I say, “You owe me six bucks!” 
 “I know,” he said in return. 
 “I caught you in less than one mile, either you’re slipping or I’m getting better.” 
 “I hope I’m not slipping, with the State Championship in two weeks.” 
 “If you are, start un-slipping. On your left!” 
 Suddenly Burton said, “Sloane, make him go your right!” 
 Sloane responded by going to the left of the trail, and Burton pumped his arm and yelled 

“Yes!”  I rolled my eyes as I started to passed Sloane. 
He yelled, “Don’t ride like my brother.” 
Burton and I both yelled, “Don’t ride like mine!” as we passed. 
 A good 20 minutes later I come zooming out of the woods and fly to the finish line.  Having to 

pull on my brakes hard to stop, I mutter, “Sorry Doc,” to my bike.  I named my bike Doctor Raymond Noodles 
for some strange reason. 

 Finally, (it had been five minutes) Burton comes up with Sloane on his tail.  Whoever wins this 
race would tip the scales for the championship race, and it is … Burton!  Now even if Sloane wins the last 
race, Burton will be the second best 8th grader in the state. Around the bend comes Kellen and T.J. with Kel-
len in the front hollering, “Don’t ride like my brother.”  We chant in return, “Don’t ride like mine!” as Kellen 
and T.J. cross the finish line. 

 About a week later we all decided to go on campout, and as I ran out the door my mom yelled, 
“Be careful!”  If only I had listened… 

 We all met at the center of the cul-de-sac to leave for Chewacala.  We had decided to stay till 
the State Championship which was in five days.  Sloane had made this connection between his hardtail and 
his full suspension that had a bar clamped on both of the top tubes.  When we rode up to the booth the park 
ranger said, “I guess y’all are camping,” eyeing Sloane’s contraption.  We paid for our campsite and showed 
our passes then we were on our way. 

 After setting up camp and putting Sloane’s hardtail in the bike tent.  We decided to go ride the 
CCC trail as a warm up.  When we were halfway through, we noticed this natural jump spot.  T.J. and Sloane 
were in the front at the time so one of them or both must have used their special senses that detected 
jumps.  

Burton said, “That’s a wide jump.”  Sloane and T.J. looked at each other mischievously and grinned. 
At the exact same time they yelled, “Trick competition.” Kellen pulled out his Go Pro and stuck it un-

der the lip of the jump pointed out as Burton and I tried to hide because we’re smart enough to know not to 
jump. 

They noticed we were hiding so Sloane said, “You don’t have to participate till the end.” 
“What will we be doing at the end?” I replied raising one of my eyebrows as I stepped out of my hid-

ing place. 
“A group jump going for distance,” said T.J. 
“Fine,” said Burton exasperated, as he came out of his hiding spot. 
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 After they finished the last jump I stood up and said, “Let’s get this party started.” 
I noticed that Sloane could hit the barbed wire from his position so I warned him. 

He simply stated, “I’ll over shoot it.” 
 Once Kellen had adjusted the camera we were ready.  We started towards the hill, 

and as I hit the start of the jump, I sat down to have more control on my landing.  As we flew into 
the air, I saw Sloane going really fast through the air. “Whoomph!” went his bike.  He automatically 
relaxed and he was sent flying over the barbed wire whereas his bike stayed put. 

 Suddenly a shot rang out and we all dropped to the ground.  A man walked out into 
the middle of the field and he said, “You there,” in a gruff voice, “come here with your hands up 
and I won’t shoot you.”  As Sloane stood up, I gestured for the four of us to stand up. We hopped 
over the fence and walked behind Sloane. When we had walked up to the man he said, “Hmmph! I 
thought you were them varmints breakin’ into my property every night to have parties and to dam-
age my farmland. Should’ve realized that they weren’t brave enough to show their hides during the 
day them worthless cowards… By the way, I’m Larry!” 

 “I’m so, sorry mister Larry!” exclaimed Sloane. He continued with, “If there is any-
thing we can do; We will do it.” I kind of looked at him funny because he was the one that tres-
passed. 

 “Could you guard my property tonight and keep those varmints out?” 
 We gulped as Sloane said, “Sure, but how big are these trespassers?”  
 “About your age I would say.” 
 After that we breathed a sigh of relief. He told us to be there at 10:30 P.M. sharp. 

After that we bid our farewells and went back to the campsite. 
 When we arrived Sloane said, “I think I bent my derailleur hanger.” 
 “C’mon man, I’m not made of those things!” I replied crisply, before tossing him 

one. 
 After replacing his derailleur hanger, we decided to eat lunch. We started a fire to 

cook our hot dogs, and talked about the upcoming race. T.J. and Kellen got into an argument about 
who would win the girls varsity race. Kellen said, “You know that Joshua’s sister is going to win.” 

 “Sarah might win this race,” T.J. retaliated. 
 “Has she ever beaten Taylor?” 
 After about 15 minutes of this I stood up and declared, “Well I’m going riding. Does 

anyone want to join me?” 
 Nine and a half hours later we prepared ourselves by eating rice. When we showed 

up he said, “Right on the spot. Y’all can stick your bikes round back then come hide on the front 
porch or wherever y’all want to.” After an hour or so we heard some laughter. 

I said, “I’ll go check it out. You guys follow me discreetly.” 
Sloane said in sing song voice, “Somebody learned a new wor-ord.” 
 I rolled my eyes as he said, “Remember guys, be discreet.” 
 When I walked up there I noticed that some of them were on our team. They were 

lighting matches and sticking them into the ground. I yelled, “Hey! Are y’all trying to burn down this 
place!” 

 One of them turned towards me and said, “Well, well, well look what we have here. 
A Joshua and no posse.” 

 All of a sudden my blood went ice cold as I realized who it was. It was big-shot Jona-
than. He hated me because before I moved to Auburn, he thought had everything. He was the fast-
est, the coolest, the most handsome, the most girls, and the most friends. He’ll say I took it all but 
in reality, I’m just the fastest. 

I said, “Dude stop it. This place does not need to be burnt down.” 
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 “You’re right. Put those out.” After they complied he said, “Now beat the stuffing 
out of him.” 

 Immediately one of them tried to sucker punch me, but I blocked it. I knew that I 
couldn’t hold them off forever so I shouted, “Guys!” 

 Suddenly Sloane came flying out of the trees doing a 180. He made the landing per-
fect so when he turned his bike back around, the front tire hit Jonathan in the chest. He yelled, 
“How’s that for discreet!” as he dropped to the ground to get back to back with me. 

 I replied, “Not bad for a crazy person!” as T.J., Burton, and Kellen landed. Burton, 
Sloane, and I made a semi-circle and started to move towards them as Kellen and T.J. split away to 
pin them. We tied them up and handed them over to Larry. 

He said, “Good job, I’ll get these boys’ parents’ numbers.” 
“I’ll never break!” sneered Jonathan. 
The other six all agreed, so Larry said, “Would you rather me call 911?” Suddenly they were 

happy to hand over their parents’ numbers. 
* * * 

Four days later we had the race. Turns out that Sloane had torn a ligament doing what 
we’re calling “The Greatest Jump on Earth.” It sure didn’t affect his fighting. When the siren sound-
ed we heard him yelling, “Don’t ride like my brother!” 

We replied with, “Don’t ride like mine!” and took off into the woods. 

Men 
Don’t 
Cry, 
Right? 
By Fallon  
Boyle 
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Floral 
Dreams 
By Sanyah 
Brooks 

Plague 
By Katarina 

Jones 
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